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NATIONAL Ed Program Awards Foundation Staff Awards

O'Banion Accepts Americanism's Highest Honor

Herbert E. Brown tells of the presentation of the Americanism's Highest Honor to Mr. Hermann O'Banion by president of the National Education Program has received considerable interest among the students. The award was accepted by Mr. O'Banion's son, Mr. William H. O'Banion, who stated that the honor was "an honor to the whole family." The award was presented in recognition of Mr. O'Banion's contributions to Americanism and his service to the community.

Dining Petition Central Topic at Council Meet!

The dining petition was one of the main topics discussed at the Council meeting last week. The petition called for the improvement of the dining facilities and the increase of the food budget. The petition was supported by a large number of students, who expressed their dissatisfaction with the current dining facilities.

Chorus Leaves On Four Day Tour Of Oklahoma Today

The chorus will depart today for a four-day tour of Oklahoma. The trip will include visits to several Oklahoma cities, where the group will perform at various events.
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Mr. Bowers has recently compiled a paper containing some of the highlight of the year's basketball season. The paper includes statistics on the team's performance, including the results of games, the number of points scored, and the number of rebounds. The paper also includes a detailed analysis of the team's strategies and tactics.

Debaters Make Good Showing At Midsummer Tournament

Ex-No Lavy this week won second place in the annual Bison All-Star Game Card Set for March 8th

Teutons and Welsh Land Four Each On Star-Studded Squad

NATIONAL on page 3)

The third annual Bison All-Star Basketball Game gets underway March 8 at 8 p.m. at Rooder Memorial Field, home of the National Education Program. The game will feature two of the best basketball teams in the country, with teams from Teuton and Welsh each fielding a star-studded squad.
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**How Shall We Believe?**

By CECIL MAY, JR.

"To thine own self be true", perhaps is the perfect description of your Father Heaven. There is no degree or perfection of devotion. Our one object should be to try to be better, without hypocrisy, without stain, without sin. But, if we cease to try to be better, we are liars, and the truth is not in us. Thus can we be perfect."

"I always thought I was a perfectly average, four on a shaft—two on each side. The two on each side were, of course, a lot more important than the other, the centers of course, the engine."

"Anybody who tells you that the law of the Spirit of Life is weak is an impostor; for we are free from it, and therefore it is our responsibility to carry the law of sin and death... If Christ is in you, you will not have the law of sin and death any more."

"The only fair solution is to do away with the Academy altogether and separate it from the college, so that a separate building is not needed."

"Debs deserve a word of praise. This girls' social club has taken it upon itself to publish a weekly paper and run the whole show, both socially and financially."

**FAMOUS LAST WORDS**

"I'm not going to wait till the last couple of weeks to do my outside decorating this quarter."

**A Newspaper Is Born**

The Academy deserves a word of praise—or more especially the Sunflower, the high school newspaper of the Academy. It is a purely local publication, the students are the authors, and the issues are printed, packed, and distributed by the students. The students who worked on this week's and the two previous issues have shown through their pages that a newspaper for the Academy can be a reality.

In the face of much derision and skepticism they have marked a milestone in the history of the Academy. It is their first attempt at anything of the sort, and in no way is their success to be considered a fluke. Had they been able to have a school newspaper before they began, they would have been able to start with a clean slate, and it might have been easier for them to have produced an issue of the paper.

**Strictly Collegiate**

By DOLORES STURM

"To make a fine gentleman, several traits are required, but chiefly a barometer."

"'Tisn't so much the color of the suit that makes a man, as the cut of it."

"A man who is a very good public speaker must be very careful about what he says when he talks."

**THE TRIO**

By MEREDITH THOM

**MUSIC & DRAMA**

**WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST ENJOYABLE ACTIVITY OF THIS SCHOOL YEAR?**

Stella Coleman — "The Christmas holiday."

Don Hicks — "I didn't know what I was going to do for the holidays, but I ended up at a wonderful party."

Anna Willis — "Spectacular singing!"

Candace Hagner — "That wonderful Thanksgiving holiday."

Bill Todd — "Third floor South Wing.

Don Goodwin — "Meeting Keith and Ruby Serfis."

Robb Wommack — "Meeting Don Goodwin."

Alphonse Flynn — "To my boy friend in Idaho."

David Porter — "Referencing the girl's name, I'm not going to say anything."

Norman Keese — "That question beats me out of existence."

Marion Bakers — "That's a pretty good song."

Dexter Hulsey — "Making a perfect score on a daily history test."

"When we got married, we were living in the White House Country Club."

Walter — "The singing."

Poy Lawrence — "Going home for the holiday."

Mary Smith — "Having my lessons at home."

Berta Bethany — "The different workshops I have participated in—especially the Guys."

Jonah Johnson — "The Poinsettia Festival of plays and hymn singing."

**Glimpses of Grade School**

**JACK KING GRADE SEVEN**

The P. T. A. met last Wednesday evening to discuss plans for the upcoming heart disease. Mrs. Martin's fifth grade class was on hand to give a program for the team, which was to be held until the holiday by having the most money present.

"Bright Victory" is a thoroughly delightful play. We have seen it a total of two too little and a little too pat. The important thing of all the mistakes in even considering "Bright Victory" is to accept the impossibility of knowing in advance what is going to happen. Since "Bright Victory" is going to be a part of the orchestra of the school, the drama departments will be free from the necessity of being a "Bright Victory". A well-directed play can still have success and happiness if it can be given a proper introduction.

The picture is distinguishable by a few and sensitive performances by Arthur Kennedy who has given a splendid picture of a man fighting against a shuttering handicap and rising above it."

**Glimpses of Grade School**

"Oh, no, sir," she replied. "Just an ordinary one."

The driver was a woman who drives the same way a man does—only more so.

**Happy Birthday**

March 3—Don Laywell
March 4—Art Ashley
March 5—Levoll Blundshank
March 6—Vinda Gifford
March 7—Wallace Wilkes
March 8—John Sam Moore
March 9—Glen Bailey
March 10—Sherry James
March 11—Bert Wilson
March 12—Glenn Bailey
March 13—Sherry Holland
March 14—Shirley Pagan
March 15—Laverne Balcom
March 16—Bill Netherland
March 17—Ruby Strain

Recently the Look Achievement Awards were presented to the outstanding students of the junior and senior classes.

These awards, as far as we can tell, were presented to all students in the junior and senior classes, and the fact that they help to stimulate interest in the more advanced Academy courses.

However, included in this list are the awards for the most popular person in the junior and senior classes. There you should not be surprised. Best Supporting Actress: Miss Goldsmith. "That's My Boy!" Best Supporting Actor: Mr. Stone. "In Old Virginia," Best Camera Work: "Decision Before Dusk." Best Actor: Mr. Jones. "March, Death of a Statesman," and Actress of the Year: Vivian Leigh. "Vivacious Jillian."
CORINNE RUSSELL  
SOCIETY EDITOR

W.H.C. Club Has Country Supper

The W. H. C. central club held a Country Supper on Friday, Feb. 22, at the Legion Hall. The room was decorated in a rustic style where members of the club and their guests gathered to enjoy the evening before sitting at the table. These guests were also entertained in country style.

The table itself was decorated and served with images of the countryside, creating a rustic ambiance. The menu included a variety of traditional dishes, including fried chicken, biscuits, and homemade pie.

The evening was filled with lively conversation and storytelling, with members sharing humorous anecdotes and tales of their farm backgrounds. The club members enjoyed a warm and inviting atmosphere, reminiscent of a bygone era.

Rogers' Grand Opening Special

Rogers Drug Store is offering a special deal this month. For just $29.95, you can get a complete set of all wool suits for the entire family. This includes suits for men, women, and children in various colors and styles. The suits are made from high-quality materials and are designed to last for years.

In addition to the suits, Rogers Drug Store is also offering a special deal on household items. For just $15.95, you can get a set of 4-piece plates and bowls, perfect for family meals. These dishes are made from durable materials and are dishwasher safe.

To take advantage of these special deals, visit Rogers Drug Store today. Offer ends March 1, 1962.
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For Safe, Dependable Prescriptions

For your health, always use a prescription store. At STOTT'S DRUG STORES, we guarantee your prescription will be filled properly and quickly. Our pharmacists are trained to fill prescriptions accurately and efficiently. They are always available to answer your questions and provide information about your medication.

STOTT'S DRUG STORES

We carry a full line of prescription and over-the-counter medications, as well as vitamins, supplements, and herbal remedies. Our store carries many familiar brands, as well as natural and organic options.

For all your prescription and non-prescription needs, come to STOTT'S DRUG STORES. We are located at 108 E. Center, Searcy, AR 72125. Call us today at 501-265-1191, or stop by our store for friendly service. We are open Monday through Saturday from 8:30 AM to 6:00 PM.

STOTT'S DRUG STORES

Always Welcome to the Ideal Shop

VATT PATTONS - Adams

Insurance - Loans - Real Estate

Searcy, Arkansas

THE TERRACE ROOM

The Terrace Room was decorated in a warm, cozy style, perfect for a intimate gathering. The room was filled with soft lighting and comfortable seating, creating a relaxed atmosphere.

The menu featured a variety of appetizers, main courses, and desserts. All dishes were prepared with fresh, local ingredients and were artistically plated.

The highlight of the evening was the live music provided by a local band. The band played a mix of classic and contemporary music, keeping the guests entertained throughout the night.

The Terrace Room is the perfect venue for any special occasion, whether it be a birthday party, anniversary celebration, or a family reunion. Reserve your table today and experience the charm of the Terrace Room for yourself.
Ireland overcame 11 Point Deficit To Champion Celtic 48-To-42
Welsh Defeated Without Service Of Williams

BY BILL BELL
Feb. 26.—The eulogistic hail of "Irish" that filled Liberty Hall in Chicago as the League's champion was announced for the Community of Champions for 1970-71 was merely a prelude to the attack today when the Irish took on the Celtics. A near-capacity crowd turned out in the services of McManus, a testy opponent, in the wake of the news of the impending battle of the Irish and the Celtics. The game was a highly charged affair, with both teams vying for the lead and the Celtic's airtight defense proving to be too much for the Irish.

The Irish were unable to score from the free-throw line and were forced to leave the game, which was a rare occurrence in the history of the Irish. The Celtic, on the other hand, was able to control its own destiny and score freely. The Irish were able to hit a few shots, but their defensive efforts were not enough to hold the Celtics back.

The game was a hard-fought battle, with both teams battling for the lead. The Celtic's defense was able to hold the Irish in check, but the Irish were able to hit a few shots and keep the game close.

The Celtic's victory was a hard-fought one, with both teams battling for the lead. The Celtic's defense was able to hold the Irish in check, but the Irish were able to hit a few shots and keep the game close.
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